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Abstract: With the increasing number of smart phones, more and more people will 

carry them with them and they have become a part of their lives. News is an 

indispensable major concern in people's life. It has become a common phenomenon 

to open the mobile phone to read news anytime and anywhere. However, the release 

of news requires computer operation, which is incompatible with the fast-paced life in 

the new era. Therefore, a news management system based on smart phone was 

designed and developed at the right moment. This function enables ordinary users to 

browse and search news, and administrators to add and modify news content through 

mobile phone. The system is the C/S architecture mode, PHP language development, 

the background using the ThinkPhp5 framework, the foreground using VUE framework 

for the development of the system. The advantage of this system is that it can manage 

news on the mobile phone that people often use, which is convenient and saves time. 

The ultimate goal of this system is to manage news through smart phones. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of mobile network applications, the rise of smartphone 

application development as an emerging industry has become an unstoppable trend. 

Its operating system, Android or iOS, is open and secure, and many apps can be used 

for free. The simple and friendly user experience is Loved by many people. Mobile 

phones have become an indispensable tool in people's lives. 

At present, some news information is flooded on the Internet and mobile phones. 

There are many kinds of news, and it is flooded by some discordant news and events 

in life. At the same time, because people’s lives and work are getting busier, it is rare 

to watch the news in peace. It will lead to people's work fatigue and mental failure, 

which will affect their future life and development prospects. Therefore, the 
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emergence of news management system applications based on smartphones has 

provided some help for optimizing news information and viewing news conveniently. 

This project uses a smart phone as a carrier to design a system application for 

convenient news browsing and news management, which provides convenience for 

people to watch and manage news. It can be seen that the design and development 

of such a management system has certain practical value. 

 

2. Overview 

2.1 Course background and significance 

Nowadays, the society is in the development of the mobile phone information age. 

The old-fashioned reading methods such as periodicals and newspapers cannot meet 

people's needs. Understanding news anytime and anywhere is an important idea in 

people's minds. As an indispensable tool for people, smartphones play an irreplaceable 

role in learning more news. Moreover, the amount of information that needs to be 

updated on mobile phones is increasing, which increases the working hours of 

managers. In order to manage news publication and update more conveniently and 

quickly. Therefore, this graduation project took advantage of the trend to develop a 

news management system suitable for mobile phones. The function of this system is 

to provide convenience for the administrator to add, modify and delete news articles. 

It can realize the regular operation of news on the mobile phone, and manage news 

anytime and anywhere. In addition, it greatly improves the efficiency of news 

management, and can make full use of time management in today's busy life. 

2.2 Subject definition and introduction 

2.2.1 Definition of Question 

This topic is designed and developed to facilitate users to browse news on mobile 

phones. Due to the needs of social development and people's pragmatic psychology, 

they want to get more news. Because of the widespread dissemination of news apps 

nowadays, more news facts are reported through news apps, thus promoting the 

development of media news. Therefore, in order to allow news information to be 

spread as quickly as possible, the development of a news management system has 

sufficient basis. At present, news apps are emerging in an endless stream, and the 

number of downloads on mobile phones is quite high, and people's attention to news 

will be found. Therefore, it is necessary to build a news management system based 

on smartphones to let more people understand factual news and publish news. 

2.2.2 Brief introduction of the topic 

In the news management system of this topic, the administrator is mainly responsible 

for backstage news management: news classification and management of published 

news. Users search and read news. This topic is the design and implementation of a 
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news management system based on smartphones, aiming to build a news 

management system with smartphones as the main carrier and C/S architecture as a 

model, including news management systems for administrators and ordinary users. 

2.3 Feasibility analysis 

2.3.1 Technical feasibility 

The development of the news management system mainly includes the development 

of front-end applications and the establishment of back-end management systems and 

databases. The former requires features such as complete functions, standardized 

interface, and easy operation. For the latter, it is required to be able to perform a 

series of operations such as adding, deleting, modifying and checking the database, 

and the established data must have consistency and integrity. Based on the above 

requirements, the system intends to use HbuilderX and PHPStorm MySQL to use the 

previous back-end development respectively. HbuilderX is a very popular tool for 

developing front-end pages. It develops front-end pages based on the VUE framework. 

PHPStorm is currently a more popular development tool, which has an irreplaceable 

role for code debugging and error reporting. MySQL is also a popular database 

management system, and it supports operating environments in multiple states. 

Therefore, from the technical aspect, the development of the system is feasible. 

2.3. 2 Operational feasibility 

The news management system has a simple and generous user interface, easy to use, 

simple to operate, and easy to be accepted by the majority of people. The user only 

needs to be proficient in the operation of the mobile phone, and do a simple contact 

to understand the use of the system, and then can use it skillfully. And the use of this 

system can reduce the workload of administrators. Therefore, the development of the 

system is feasible from the convenience of use and operation. 

2.3. 3 Legal feasibility 

The news management system was developed and designed by myself, and it did not 

infringe on the rights of others before the law. Do not bear any legal responsibility, so 

the development of the system is feasible. 

 

3. System analysis 

The news management system is mainly for the operation of news information. The 

main functions of the administrator include: news classification management, 

publishing news, news management, etc. This management function is the basic 

function possessed by the news management system, and the main work that news 

managers need to do in the management process is clarified through the literature 

search. The main functions of ordinary users are: news browsing, news search, etc. 

These basic functions meet the needs of users. 
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The overall news classification management work is divided by the type of news 

classification necessary for the administrator before publishing news. When there is a 

news classification type, there are options for publishing news and filling in information. 

To publish news, the administrator first needs to fill in the news title, then select the 

news category, fill in a series of information such as news author, news body, and 

finally submit and save. News management: After the administrator publishes the 

news, the news content can be modified and deleted for errors or imperfect content, 

so that the correct news is displayed to the user. 

The main functions of this system: (1) News classification, management and 

maintenance of published news; (2) Conditional inquiry of news according to the 

needs of users; (3) All kinds of news involved in news information can be checked one 

by one Browse and consult, and optimize the algorithm for the page layout [12]. 

 

4. System development technology 

4.1 Front-end js framework Vue and ES5 features 

The Vue.js framework can efficiently operate dmo and render data in front-end 

development. When the amount of data is large and the flow is chaotic, the js 

framework for how to use the data correctly has a relatively perfect solution, and the 

development cost is low. High performance and high efficiency, but you need to spend 

your energy to explore. Vue is a progressive JavaScript framework. It can be used in 

any type of project with lower cost and more flexibility. You can also use other 

technologies to develop your own projects in the project. Vue has applied many 

features of ES5, and you can introduce vue.js directly through script tags. And Vue 

provides a scaffolding command line tool that can help us quickly build a webpack-

based development environment. 

4.2 ThinkPhp5 framework 

PHP is open source software, all PHP source code people can see and use. At the same 

time, the way of compiling with Apache allows PHP technology to have flexible security 

settings. And ThinkPhp5 is a simple and standardized PHP web development 

framework. It can quickly build applications. ThinkPhp5's development documentation 

is of great help to the development system, and it is extremely scalable. On this basis, 

you can make the system development software you want. It also has great 

applicability for the application of UI templates. The development environment can 

also be used in conjunction with a variety of servers. 
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5. Design and realization of news function module 

5.1 News system structure 

5.1.1 Login 

Function: The login module completes the administrator login. Operation: After the 

administrator enters the account and password, click the login button. If the input is 

correct, it prompts that the login is successful and jumps to the management system 

page. Otherwise, it prompts that login failed and you need to re-enter. The module 

interface is very simple, with only two text boxes for account and password and a login 

button, but the implementation method is more complicated, because the system must 

automatically determine whether the entered account and password are correct, and 

then match it with the information in the database. login successful. 

5.1.2 Introduction to News Module Function 

The news module is one of the main functions of the news management system and 

is a functional module for the administrator to publish news. 

The main functions of the system are as follows: News adding function: After the 

administrator logs in, the news can be published for ordinary users to browse. News 

modification function: The administrator can modify the published news, such as the 

type of classification and news content. News delete function: the administrator can 

delete the published news. The news front-end module is one of the main functions 

of the news management system, and is a functional module for users to browse news 

and search news. 

5.2 News system module management 

5.2.1 News classification management 

The smart phone-based news management system is used to browse news and 

manage news. Its main function is: news management. Both administrators and 

ordinary users can browse and view news. Among them, querying news article data 

is based on the classification type of news. Administrators can not only browse the 

news, but also modify, add and delete news articles, which are used to update the 

news data in the database for news release. First of all, the administrator manages 

news. The first step is to manage news categories, including editing, adding, and 

deleting operations. 

When performing news classification management, first link to the corresponding 

classification page, and find the add.html page displayed in the view/Cate folder from 

the fo_cate table in the page load event. The page has the category name cate_name, 

The category name data is submitted through the submit button in the button, the 

add() method is called for the data, the request instruction is sent through the request() 

method, and the data is received with the defined $data variable. Then use the $add 

variable to get the data in the fo_cate table through the model method, and save the 
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data through the save() method. If the data is added successfully, it will prompt to 

add the category successfully. If the addition fails, it will prompt to add the category 

failed. In the process of adding news classification, the news classification will be used 

to verify the data. By defining the $validate variable, use the validate method to obtain 

the data in the fo_cate table, and then an if statement will be judged. When the 

defined variable $validate does not get the value in $data, the error result will be 

obtained through the method $this->error($validate->getErroe()). Otherwise, data 

will be added to the fo_cate data table. The modification of the news classification 

uses the update() method of the database. The same information is obtained for the 

fo_cate data. The original data is obtained by obtaining the id value and the find() 

method to display it in the category name column. Judge through the if statement. If 

the defined variable of $save is not equal to false, to determine whether the 

modification of the classification is successful, if the modification of the classification 

is successful, it will jump to the classification list and the list will display all the data of 

the classification. If you fail to modify the classification, you will return to the page to 

modify the classification and continue to modify. The delete of news categories is to 

delete the category id in the fo_cate table of the database by operating the delete 

method on the database, and then the category name will disappear and a piece of 

data will be displayed in the category list page. 

5.2.2 News Management 

The main content of news management is to publish news and modify and delete 

content. The published news is displayed on the news list page. The fields displayed 

on the news list page mainly include id, category, author, modification time and 

operation information. The modification and deletion of news is triggered on the news 

list page. When you click to modify, you will jump to the page where the news is added. 

When starting to add news, it should be done in the page where the news is added. 

The data is found from the fo_news table in the page load event and displayed on the 

add.html page in the view/Article folder. The page has the news title title , News 

category ID category, article author author, article body art_content. Submit the data 

to the background through the submit button in the button, the add() method 

established in the background, through the request() request method, send 

instructions, and use $data to receive data. The time method used standardizes the 

reference time format and can display the complete date format. Then use the $add 

variable to get the data in the fo_news table through the model, and submit the data 

to the back-end database through the insert() method. If the data is added successfully, 

the system will prompt that the news is added successfully, and then jump to the page 

of the news article list. The newly added data will be placed first, mainly through the 

automatic increment of the id in the database. If the addition fails, it prompts that 
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adding news failed, and then return to the page of adding news to continue editing. 

The modification of article management uses the update() method of the database to 

modify the value stored in the $data variable to obtain the data in the fo_news 

database. The original data information is obtained through the id value and the find() 

method. Used to display in the page where news is added. After the if judgment, the 

defined variable of $save is not equal to false to determine whether the modification 

of the article is successful. The modification button in the foreground needs to pass 

an id value to the background, and the background can receive it before continuing 

the operation. If the modification of the article is successful, jump to the article list 

page, otherwise, the modification of the article fails, and then continue to modify the 

news article after returning. To delete news articles, obtain the value of $id through 

the delete() method, and delete the article data in the fo_news table of the database. 

The information of news articles is displayed in lst.html under the view/Article folder. 

The variable $artRes is defined and the data of the database table fo_news is obtained 

by db operation of the database. The paginate method used is a unique paging method 

in the thinkphp5 framework, which displays 5 pieces of data in one page on the page, 

and mainly optimizes the list to display article information. 

 

6. System testing 

System testing is mainly to test the entire system to check whether it does not meet 

the system functional requirements. This kind of test can find errors in system analysis 

and design. It is to find out the impact of possible errors and defects on the 

development, and continuously improve the system structure, and then ensure the 

effective operation of the system. If these errors and defects cannot be found and 

corrected in time, the system may fail to run, so data testing is necessary after the 

system design is completed. 

 

7. Summary 

Up to now, the news management system has basically been developed, and its 

functions basically meet the needs of reality. The system mainly completes the 

management of news information by the administrator. Due to continuous testing and 

optimization, the system basically has no redundant data and redundant information, 

and the interface is simple and generous, which provides a certain degree of comfort 

to the user's visual senses. The system structure is relatively complete, ensuring the 

accurate and error-free execution of all aspects of the functional process. Meet the 

requirements expected at the beginning of the design. In the process of use, the 

system functions can be well realized and run. For example: in the news category 

adding function, if the same news category is the same, it will prompt the repeated 
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category name. In the news article publishing function, you can select the type and 

fill in the author and content according to the news title. However, there is little time 

for graduation design and some lack of ability, so there are many unsatisfactory 

aspects of the system, such as the production of news cover and the addition of video 

to the news and other functions are still under exploration, the news user interface is 

not perfect, there are Some layouts, floating defects, inadequate error handling, and 

many other issues. These all require unremitting exploration in the future. 
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